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**parli**

*Consumer life cycle parameters to simulate host switches*

**Description**

Data derived from real world experiments (see sources). Data includes life cycle parameters for a wildlife ecology, agricultural and biomedical arena to simulate host switches.

Semantics of parli = parameter of life cycle

**Usage**

```r
data(parli)
```

**Format**

An object of class "list". The list contains three matrices: $Cephaloleia, $Cacopsylla, and $SarsMers.

1. **parli$Cephaloleia** is a data frame with 11 rows (parameters) and 8 columns (variables).
   
The parameters are classified in three groups:
   
   - Arbitrary varying: mig (probability of migration) and jump_back (to the original Resource).
   - Arbitrary fixed: K (carrying capacity), N-generations, seed, n_sim, pRes_min, pRes_max, sd (standard deviation of mutation), and sigma (standard deviation of survival).
   - From real data: b (net reproduction rate) (Garcia-Robledo and Horvitz, 2011).

   The column name acronyms are assigned after:
   
   - two *Cephaloleia* species: **Cb** for *C. belti* and **Cp** for *C. placida*.
   - two levels of variation for mig: **mL** for low and **mH** for high migration.
   - two levels for jump_back: **jY** for jumping back and **jN** for no jumping back individuals.

2. **parli$Cacopsylla** is a data frame with 11 rows and 8 columns. The parameters are classified in three groups:
• Arbitrary varying: sd and jump_back.
• Arbitrary fixed: K, N-generations, seed, n_sim, pRes_min, pRes_max
• From real data: b, sigma and mig (Malagnini et al. 2010, 2011; Mayer et al. 2013).

The column name acronyms are assigned after:
• two Cacopsylla melanoneura populations: CmA for C. melanoneura adapted to Apple and CmH for C. melanoneura adapted to hawthorn.
• two levels of variation for sd: sdL for low and sdH for high standard deviation of mutation.
• two levels for jump_back: jY for jumping back and jN for no jumping back individuals.

3. parli$SarsMers is a data frame with 11 rows and 8 columns. The parameters are classified in three groups:
• Arbitrary varying: mig
• Arbitrary fixed: K, N-generations, seed, n_sim, pRes_min, pRes_max
• From real data: b, sigma, and sd (Kim et al. 2021; van Dorp et al. 2020)

The column name acronyms are assigned after:
• two coronaviruses: Sars for Sarbecovirus sp. and Mers for Merbacovirus sp.
• three levels of variation for mig: migL for low, migM for medium and migH for high probability of migration.

Source


References

Examples

```r
data(parli)
knitr::kable(parli$Cephaloleia) # tibble::as.tibble(parli$Cephaloleia)
```

```
plotHostSwitch
```

---

**Description**

This function creates a standard plot for the simulated host switches

**Usage**

```r
plotHostSwitch(HostSwitch_simulated_quantities, sim_n = 1)
```

**Arguments**

- `HostSwitch_simulated_quantities`  
  The object HostSwitch created by `simHostSwitch`  
  for HostSwitch object including more than 1 simulation saved, "sim_n" specifies which simulation have to be plotted. The plot from the first simulation is shown as default (sim_n = 1). If the called simulation number is not present in the HostSwitch object, the error message "Error in FUN(X[[i]], ...) : subscript out of bounds" will be returned.

- `sim_n`  
  for HostSwitch object including more than 1 simulation saved, "sim_n" specifies which simulation have to be plotted. The plot from the first simulation is shown as default (sim_n = 1). If the called simulation number is not present in the HostSwitch object, the error message "Error in FUN(X[[i]], ...) : subscript out of bounds" will be returned.

**Details**

The function plots dispersal and colonization (host-switching events) of Consumers on a novel host offered at each generation given the values of parameters related to carrying capacity, fitness space, migration, reproduction, selection, and biological model. The X-axis shows the total number of possible generations defined in the object HostSwitch, the Y-axis the phenotype values of the Consumer.

Black dots are the phenotype values of the Consumer after each event of reproduction. The green squares represent the value of phenotype favored by the novel Resource offered at each generation. The red squares are the phenotype values of the Consumer favored by the current Resource. The blue dots represents the phenotypes of dispersing Consumers, and the yellow dots the successfully colonizing Consumers.

**Value**

An S3 object with class gg/ggplot
Examples

m1 = simHostSwitch(n_sim=100) # create an HostSwitch object with 100 simulations.

## The results of the first simulation (sim_n=1) are plotted as default
plotHostSwitch(m1)

## The 50th simulation of the model is plotted
plotHostSwitch(m1,sim_n=50)

shinyHostSwitch  Shiny-plot of consumer host-switching

Description

Shiny-plot of consumer host-switching

Usage

shinyHostSwitch()

Details

The function creates an interactive web-based front-end using Shiny App. The Shiny-Plot simulates dispersal and colonization events of a consumer on novel hosts.

The parameter values included in the function `simHostSwitch` can be modified by the slider bars. The refresh button on the top left (Refresh simulation) plots the new simulation.

Black dots are the phenotype values of the Consumer after each event of reproduction. The green squares represent the value of phenotype values of the Consumer favored by the novel host proposed at each generation. The red squares are the phenotype values favored by the current host.

The total number of dispersal and successful host switch events (or individuals) by Consumers for each are reported below the plot.

Value

a dynamic interface plotting the dispersion events and host switch simulations and reacting to user input.

Examples

## Only run examples in interactive R sessions
if (interactive()) {
  shinyHostSwitch()
}
simHostSwitch

Simulates the number of dispersion and successful host switch events by individuals of the Consumer until all individuals die.

Usage

```r
simHostSwitch(
  data = NULL,
  column = NULL,
  K = 100,
  b = 10,
  mig = 0.01,
  sd = 0.2,
  sigma = 1,
  pRes_min = 1,
  pRes_max = 10,
  n_generations = 200,
  jump_back = "no",
  seed = NULL,
  n_sim = 1,
  nInitConsumer = 20
)
```

Arguments

data: A matrix or dataset, the columns may indicate different types of Consumers characterized by a specific set of parameters (rows), see details. Default value: NULL.

column: Used together with data argument; indicate the column name, string. Default value: NULL.

K: Carrying capacity, positive integer (min=1, max=1000), default value: 100.

b: net reproduction rate; average number of offspring that a population of the Consumer produces at each generation, numeric value (min=0), default value: 10.

mig: define the proportion of successful migrating individuals at each generation, numeric value (min=0, max=1), default value: 0.01.

sd: Standard deviation for mutation, numeric value (min=0, max=10), default value: 0.2.

sigma: Standard deviation of the survival function, numeric value (min=0, max=10), default value: 1.
**Details**

This function simulates the number of host switches by the population of a consumer. There are 2 ways to provide parameters to the `simHostSwitch` function:

- **data** "data","column": Provide names of matrix/dataframe and column, e.g. data= "parli$Cephaloleia", column = "Cb.mLxjN"

- **parameter individual parameter**: e.g. b=5, n_generations=500, etc...

If no data/column or individual parameters are provided, default parameter values are used. The rownames of the data must match the parameter argument names. You may use one of the `parli` datasets as a template.

Results are stored to an object of class ‘HostSwitch’. to make use of summary and plotting functions in the `HostSwitch` package. Please note that when arguments "data" and "column" are provided, the results are stored to the global environment using the colname provided to the argument "column" (in our example above Cb.mLxjN).

The object of class ‘HostSwitch’ includes the following simulated quantities:

- **pRes_sim $pRes_sim**: a vector of the optimum phenotypes (one for each generation) that Consumers should have to be favored by the current Resource.

- **pRes_new_sim $pRes_new_sim**: a vector of the optimum phenotypes (one for each generation) that Consumers should have to be favored by the novel Resource.

- **pInd_sim $pInd_sim**: list of vectors that includes the individual phenotype values of the Consumers in the population of each generation.

- **pInd_jump_sim $pInd_jump_sim**: vector of number of migrating individuals at each generation. The vector length is always equal to the ‘n_generation’ parameter, if the simulation ends before the ‘n_generation’ value then the vector will include a 'NA' by default.
pInd_whichjump_sim $pInd_whichjump_sim: list of vectors that extracts the individual phenotype values of the Consumers who disperse in a novel Resource in each population and generation.

pInd_whichsurv_sim $pInd_whichsurv_sim: list of vectors that extracts the individual phenotype values of the Consumers who successful colonize a novel Resource in each population and generation.

These simulated quantities of interest are available for each generation step and can be used for summary statistics and plots using functions **summaryHostSwitch** and **plotHostSwitch**, respectively.

Note: One important aspect of *simHostswitch* is that it is based on the **survivalProbability** function.

Value

An object of class ‘HostSwitch’.

See Also

**survivalProbability**, **summaryHostSwitch**, **plotHostSwitch**

Examples

```r
m1 = simHostSwitch() # using default values for arguments
data(parli)
Cephaloleia=parli$Cephaloleia
m2 = simHostSwitch(data=Cephaloleia, column="Cb.mLxjN")
```

## Not run:
simHostSwitch(sigma=100)
## End(Not run)

---

**summaryHostSwitch**

Summary statistics of HostSwitch simulation

Usage

```r
summaryHostSwitch(HostSwitch_simulated_quantities, warmup = 1)
```
Arguments

`HostSwitch_simulated_quantities`  
An object created by `simHostSwitch`

`warmup`  
`warmup` is the number of initial generations to be excluded from summary statistics, see details. Possible value are NULL or positive integer (min=1, max=50), default value = 1

Details

This function generates summary statistics for HostSwitch simulations. Quantities of interest for each simulation are averaged. If \( n_{\text{sim}} = 1 \), these averages for this single simulation are shown. If \( n_{\text{sim}} > 1 \), summary statistics are applied on the simulation averages.

**Warmup** represents the initial condition for the simulation, the users may defined it as an adaptation stage of the simulation model. If `warmup = 1` the generation at time 0 is excluded from summary, if `warmup = 2` the generations at times 0 and 1 are excluded and so on. If `warmup = NULL` all generations are considered for summary statistics.

Value

Summary of HostSwitch simulations

Examples

```r
## Create an object HostSwitch with 100 simulations and default values for all the other parameters
m1 = simHostSwitch(n_sim=100)

summaryHostSwitch(m1)
```

---

**survivalProbability**  
Survival probability of the Consumer in a novel Resource

Description

Survival probability of the Consumer in a novel Resource

Usage

`survivalProbability(pInd, pOpt, sigma)`

Arguments

- `pInd`: Phenotype of \( i \)th Consumer attempting to disperse on the novel Resource
- `pOpt`: The optimum phenotype the Consumer should have to maximize the colonization success
- `sigma`: Standard deviation of the survival function (see Details for more explanations)
Details

This function calculates the survival probability of individual consumers that attempt dispersal to a new host. It is the core function of \texttt{simHostSwitch}. The probability of survival of each individual of the consumer to a novel Resource follows a normal distribution. The formula is formalized as follows

\[ P(p_{\text{Ind}}, p_{\text{Opt}}) = e^{-\frac{(p_{\text{Ind}} - p_{\text{Opt}})^2}{2\sigma^2}} \]

The normalizing constant

\[ NC = \frac{1}{\sigma(\sqrt{2\pi})} \]

is ignored here. "Sigma" the higher the sigma, the lower the selection and the higher the probability of surviving. Ecologically this value may be related to the niche breadth for the Consumer (species).

Value

The survival probability of the consumer

Examples

```r
## Example 1a - The ith consumer has the phenotype that maximize its colonization success on the new host, then pInd is equal to pOpt (pInd = pOpt), and the survival probability is 1.
survivalProbability(pInd=5, pOpt=5, sigma=1)

## Example 1b - Increasing |pInd-pOpt| the survival probability decreases
survivalProbability(pInd=5, pOpt=30, sigma=1)

## Example 1c - Give a |pInd-pOpt|> 1, increases sigma the survival probability increases
survivalProbability(pInd=5, pOpt=30, sigma=3)
```

---

```r
testHostSwitch

Test for the significance of the difference between two difference of two HostSwitch objects

Usage

testHostSwitch(
simulated_quantities1, simulated_quantities2, parameter, test, warmup = NULL, plot = FALSE)
```
testHostSwitch

Arguments

simulated_quantities1
An object created by `simHostSwitch`

simulated_quantities2
An object created by `simHostSwitch`

parameter
Quantity of interest, possible values are:

- "j" for total number of dispersing events (or jumps)
- "s" for total number of successful host switch events
- "d" for distance between the pRes_sim and pRes_new_sim in case of host switch

test
Statistical test, available tests are:

- "t" for t-test (parametric)
- "w" for Wilcoxon-test (non-parametric)

warmup
Number of warmup steps to be excluded when comparing models, see details. Possible value are NULL (default) or positive integer (min=1,max=50).

plot
If `TRUE`, a boxplot is drawn. Default = FALSE.

Details

This function tests the significance of the difference between two objects generated by `simHostSwitch` function. Warmup represents the initial condition that we want to exclude from the test. The initial condition corresponds to the number of generations (n.generations): warmup = 1 means that the generation at time 0 is excluded from comparison; warmup = 2 means generations at times 0 and 1 are excluded and so on. If warmup = NULL all generations are considered for comparison, i.e. initial condition is not considered.

Value

An object of class testHostSwitch

Examples

```r
m1 = simHostSwitch(n_generations=100,n_sim=100)
m2 = simHostSwitch(n_generations=50,n_sim=50)
testHostSwitch(simulated_quantities1=m1,simulated_quantities2=m2,
parameter="j",test="t",plot=TRUE)
```
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